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Can i firefox bookmarks

Only Firefox (Windows/Mac/Linux): If you like the concept of bookmark tags introduced in Firefox 3, but just can't get into the habit of using it, Firefox tagmarks extension adds tag images to your awesome bar for quick and easy bookmarking and tagging. After installation, you'll see several new pictures next to the default star when you hover your mouse over the asterisk. Click on
one tag and bookmark that page in one stroke. You can click as many of these tags as you want, and when you view bookmarks, you'll notice that text tags have been automatically assigned. Tagmarks is free, works wherever Firefox does. Hopefully we'll see a more customizable version of Tagmarks in the future. Tagmarks [Firefox Add-ons via CyberNet] If the Firefox Bookmarks
toolbar doesn't do its job, check out the Samfind Bookmarks Bar. This free add-on provides access to many other sites and services in the same amount of space as a regular bookmark toolbar. It is a capable tool, but not as easy to use as a regular toolbar. When you download samfind, a new toolbar appears under the bookmarks toolbar — one wedge full of options. On the left,
you'll get icons that give you quick access to bookmarks and social networks like del.icio.us, Facebook, and Reddit to tag or share a site, along with a quick email button to friends. The buttons for the referral page (such as Digg) show you how many times someone else has recommended the page you're on. Then you'll see a list of the names of topics like search, news, videos, or
blogs on the right. Clicking on any of these topics will expand in order to view a pre-populated list of sites in this topic such as Google news, Digg, CNN, BBC News and other sites within the news theme. By default, most topics display a search box where you can type and quickly search for one of the sites. Theme maps allows you to enter at the beginning and end of the site to get
routes from Google Maps or Yahoo! Maps. If your site offers an RSS feed, you can check its most recent posts by using the pop-up button next to it. It's a cinch to go into the add-on options and click to pull all your current bookmark toolbar links into a new, integrated 'my bookmarks' theme – but if you add new pages to the bookmark toolbar then it won't automatically make it into
the 'my bookmarks' theme. And clicking again will give you a lot of samfind duplicates. To add new pages to a topic, the easiest option is to click the browser tab with the page open and move it to the topic. It's not a completely intuitive option, but it's easy once you know it to do it. You can also delete and re-order the topics or sites you see and configure the appearance of
everything on the toolbar. It's a shame Samfind doesn't integrate with a regular Firefox bookmarks system that would be easier and more intuitive to use. But even without this integration, it is a good way to pack a lot more pages into your Toolbar. Note: When you buy something by clicking on the links in our articles, we can get a small commission. Read our affiliate link policies for
more information. Depending on how long you have a computer, bookmarks can date back years. That's an awful lot of work and information to lose. Firefox makes it really easy to export and save Firefox bookmarks in universal formats like JSON and HTML so you can save them somewhere safe or import them to another Firefox computer or even Chrome. This guide applies
specifically to Firefox versions 73.0 and above. Firefox automatically backs up your bookmarks and saves the last 15 backups for estuation. However, you can also create backups manually. Here's how. In Firefox, select the Library button icon on the toolbar. If the Library button is on the toolbar, select the Menu button, and then select Library. Select Bookmarks. The menu moves
to show you all your recent bookmarks, along with bookmark categories. At the bottom of the list, select Show all bookmarks. Firefox opens the bookmark library window. At the top, choose Import &amp; Back Up. You can also open the bookmark library by pressing CTRL+Shift+O. Select Backup. If you'd rather export to HTML, a format that Chrome uses, select Export bookmarks
to HTML. A new window opens that allows you to select a backup destination for the file to save. If you're happy with the file name and location, select Save. If you have a USB flash drive plugged into your computer, you can also back it up here. Your backup is now saved as either a Firefox JSON or HTML file that both Chrome and Firefox can work with. You can freely move it
between computers or back it up to the cloud. Backups aren't very good if you can't restore them later. Fortunately, Firefox makes it easy, too. You can use the same bookmark library window to import backup files from Firefox or Chrome. Open Firefox and select the Bookmark icon, then choose Bookmarks &gt; Show All Bookmarks. Or, press CTRL+Shift+O. To import a backup:
From HTML: If you've created an HTML backup from Firefox or your backup is from Chrome, select Import bookmarks from HTML. A new window opens to browse the location of the backup HTML file. Select and open it. From JSON: If you have regular Firefox JSON backups, select Restore. At the bottom of the list, select Select file, and then select a backup. At this point, Firefox
imports your bookmarks. Depending on your backup, they can be summarized into a custom folder, but they're available, and you can always use the library window to rearrange them. Reader Jeff has found a handy way to quickly remember your favorite Gmail keyboard shortcuts by creating a bookmark folder named for the most useful keyboard shortcuts. V with Lifehacker's
favorite Xmarks extension (formerly known as Foxmarks), Jeff has his quick Gmail tips available on any computer with Firefox-a very clever solution for adding material you use frequently. Firefox only (Windows/Mac/Linux): One of our favorite Firefox extensions has dropped by two letters and... Read more geeky readers will probably note that you can use the built-in Gmail
keyboard shortcut guide accessible through? key, but the idea of using folder bookmarks as a quick reminder system is very interesting – you can add a folder listing your long term goals or even use it to view Ben Franklin's 13 instructions. If you have keyboard shortcuts enabled in Gmail (turn them on in settings), now you can blow away... Read moreWhich makes us wonder what
else this technique could be used for? Can you think of something smart to share with your fellow Lifehacker readers? Tell us in the comments. Have you switched to Google Chrome from Firefox? If so, you might want to transfer all your valuable bookmarks and possibly a well-organized Bookmarks toolbar to Chrome. The process of transferring bookmarks between browsers is
fairly straight-forward. You can largely follow the steps below for transferring bookmarks between any two browsers. First, you need to export bookmarks from Firefox to an HTML file. To do this, click the Bookmarks button on the toolbar. In the latest version of Firefox, you need to click on a new icon that looks like a set of books on a shelf and select bookmarks. Then click Show all
bookmarks at the bottom. Note that you can also press CTRL+SHIFT+B. The Library window with all bookmarks selected appears. Click Import and Backup, and then select Export Bookmarks to HTML from the list. The Export Bookmarks File dialog box appears. Type a name for the HTML file in the Edit file name box, and then select the location where you want to save the file.
Click Save. Close Firefox and open Google Chrome. Click the hamburger icon in the upper-right corner of the Chrome window, click Bookmarks, and select a bookmark manager from the menu. In the Bookmark Manager dialog box, click the gear icon in the upper-right corner, and then choose Import Bookmarks. The Open dialog box appears. Go to the location where you saved
your Firefox bookmark file. Select the HTML file, and then click Open. Bookmarks from Firefox are imported into the imported folder under Bookmarks bar. You can see the bookmarks on the right when you click Imported. The Bookmarks toolbar from Firefox is also imported in the Imported folder. To bookmark these bookmarks directly on the Chrome Bookmarks toolbar, just drag
the folder to Bookmarks Bar in the list on the left. Bookmarks from the Firefox Bookmarks toolbar are now available on the Chrome Bookmarks toolbar. If you don't have the bookmarks toolbar enabled in Chrome, you can click the hamburger icon, and then click the bookmarks all your bookmarks. You now have access to Firefox bookmarks in Google Chrome. If you have any
questions, please feel free to comment. Enjoy! Enjoy! Enjoy!
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